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Abstract 
The recent results on Higgs particles are reported ,using 4.5 fb−1 at s=7 TeV and 20.3 fb−1 of pp collisions at  s=8 TeV 
recorded by the ATLAS detector the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. In addition, we also present status and 
developments of pixel trackers installed in innermost part of ATLAS detector. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of 26ICNTS. 
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1. Introduction 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] at CERN is 
the biggest proton-proton collider in the world.        
The circumference of the main ring is about 27 km. It 
is designed to provide collisions at the highest energy 
level yet attained. The previously most powerful 
accelerator, Tevatron at Fermilab, produced proton-
antiproton collisions at an energy scale up to 2TeV;   
by comparison the LHC is designed to reach energies 
of 14TeV. The LHC thus represents a significant 
increase in collision energy and is capable of 
producing interactions unobservable at previous 
accelerators.    The LHC started  beam collision with 
450 GeV beam energy on November 2009. The beam 
energy was raised up to s=7 TeV in 2010 and 2011 
and 8 TeV in 2012. The luminosity has been increased 
during this period and finally the peak luminosity of 8u1033/cm2/sec was achieved.  
Figure 1  ATLAS detector (ATLAS Experiment ©2008 CERN) 
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The ATLAS detector [2] as shown in figure 1 is one of two general purpose detectors at the LHC. It is the biggest 
detector in the world; 22m in height, 40m in length and 7000ton in weight. It is designed to gather as much 
information from particles produced in collisions as possible. The detector consists of an array of different 
technologies, designed to measure different aspects of the particles produced.  Reconstructing the path of particles 
through the detector allows the properties of the interaction which produced them to be studied. For example, fine 
pixel detectors are installed at the inner-most part of ATLAS detector in order to measure position of the vertex of 
the primary pp collision and decay vertices of b-flavor hadrons. 
2. Measurements of properties of Higgs boson 
The Standard Model (SM) of the particle physics is a beautiful theory which describes nature with great precision. 
In the SM, the material in the universe is made up of fermions, and the interactions between elemental particles are 
mediatedby gauge bosons which are explained in a frame of the gauge theory. The fermions consist of quarks and 
leptons of three generations, where each generation contains 
two quarks and leptons. Three type of interactions: 
electromagnetic, strong and weak interactions are 
distinguished in the SM. The gauge bosons associated with 
the interactions are photons (electromagnetic), gluons 
(strong) and W or Z bosons (weak), respectively. In 2012, the 
observation of a new particle in the search for the SM Higgs 
boson [3-8]  at the LHC was reported by the ATLAS[9] and 
CMS [10] Collaborations. It is an important milestone in the 
quest to understand electroweak symmetry breaking, which 
causes non-zero vaccum expecctation value of Higgs field  
and gives mass to the weak gauge bosons and fermions.  
The mass of Higgs boson was measured, using 4.5 fb−1 
data of pp collisions at s=7 TeV and 20.3 fb−1 at s=8 TeV 
recorded by the ATLAS detector [11]. In order to measure 
the Higgs boson mass, we have chosen a model-independent 
approach based on fitting the spectra of the reconstructed 
invariant mass of the two decay modes; HoJJand  
HoZZ* o4l. Here, the symbol l stands for electron or 
muon. In these two channels, the Higgs boson produces a 
narrow mass peak with an experimental resolution over 
smooth backgrounds. Therefore, the mass can be extracted 
without assumptions on the signal production and decay yields. 
The JJchannel provides good sensitivity to the Higgs boson mass, due to the excellent mass resolution in the 
diphoton final state. The typical mass resolution is 1.7 GeV at the mass peak. The main background is continuum        
JJ production with smaller contributions, of about 20%, from theJJ+jets and dijet processes. Figure 2 shows the 
invariant mass spectra in JJmodewith the simultaneous fit to the data. The fitted signal plus background is shown, 
along with the background-only component of this fit. The mass of Higgs boson  is measured as 
݉ு ൌ ͳʹͷǤͻͺ േ ͲǤͶʹሺሻ േ ͲǤʹͺሺሻ
 
The systematic error mainly comes from non-linearity of calorimeter response and estimation of materials in front of 
calorimeters. The mass measurement is performed leaving the overall signal strength free in the fit. So, we have also 
measured the measured signal strength, P, normalized to the SM expectation is found to be P= 1.29 r 0.30. 
Figure 2  Invariant mass distribution in the HoJJanalysis 
for data (7 TeV and 8 TeV samples combined). The bottom 
plot shows the difference between the summed weights and 
the background component of the fit. 
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The 4lepton channel provides good sensitivity to the 
measurement of the Higgs properties due to its high signal-
to-background ratio, which is about two in the signal mass 
window 120–130 GeV, and its excellent mass resolution. 
The typical mass resolution varies from 1.6 GeV for the 4 
muons final state to 2.2 GeV for the 4electrons final state. 
The dominant background is the ZZ* production, where each       
Z and Z* decays into a lepton pair. Figure 3 shows the 
invariant mass distribution of the 4 leptons in the final states 
for 7 TeV and 8 TeV collision data along with the expected 
distributions for a signal with a mass of 124.5 GeV and  
backgrounds. The expected signal is normalized to the 
measured signal strength, given below. The measured Higgs 
boson mass is 
݉ு ൌ ͳʹͶǤͷͳ േ ͲǤͷʹሺሻ േ ͲǤͲ͸ሺሻ
. 
The measured signal strengths is  
ߤ ൌ ͳǤ͸͸ ൅ ͲǤͶͷ െ ͲǤ͵ͺ.  
The combined result of measured Higgs boson mass is䢢
݉ு ൌ ͳʹͷǤ͵͸ േ ͲǤ͵͹ሺሻ േ ͲǤͳͺሺሻ
 
The difference of measured values between two channels is  
1.47 r 0.72 GeV, it corresponds to 1.98 Vcompatibility 
The another decay mode HoWW* olQlQis also observed 
[12]. Its rate is large, but Higgs mass can‘t be reconstructed due 
to the presence of two neutrinos in the final state. The transvers 
mass (reconstructed mass in the plane perpendicular to the 
beam axis) can be obtained but with poor resolution. It means 
that large irreducible background of WW* production 
dominates in the signal region corresponding to 125 GeV 
Higgs mass. The measured signal strength is ߤ ൌ ͲǤͻͻ ൅
ͲǤ͵ͳ െ ͲǤʹͺ. 
By using above three decay channels, information on the 
spin and parity quantum numbers of the Higgs boson can be 
obtained. The HoJJchannel is sensitive to the spin of the 
Higgs boson through the measurement of the polar angular 
distribution of the photons in the resonance rest frame. For this 
channel, the SM spin hypothesis (JP=0+) is compared only to 
the JP=2+ hypothesis. Thanks to the full reconstruction of the 
four-lepton final state, the HoZZ* o4l channel benefits 
from the presence of several observables dependent on spin and 
parity, for example the angle between two decay planes of Z 
boson. The JP=0+ hypothesis is compared to other models, i.e. 
JP=0−,1+,1−,2+. The HoWW* olQlQchannel can also be 
effective in spite of large background contamination. The 
observed and expected CLs values for the exclusion of the 
different spin–parity hypotheses are summarized in figure 4. The 
data favour the SM quantum numbers of JP=0+, and other 
models are rejected at 97.8 ~ 99.7 % CLs. 
The measurements of mass and signal strength for HoJJ HoZZ* o4l, and HoWW* olQlQmodes are 
consistent with prediction for SM Higgs boson. In addition, no inconsistencies have been found in search for  
fermionic decay modes;   HoWW[14] and  Hobb [15]. 
 
Figure 3 Distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass 
between 80–170 GeV for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV 
data samples. Superimposed are the expected distributions 
of a SM Higgs boson signal, as well as backgrounds. 
Figure 4 Expected (blue lines) and observed (black lines) 
confidence level CLs for alternative spin--parity 
hypotheses assuming a 0+ signal. The green band 
represents the 68% CLs expected exclusion range. 
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3. ATLAS Pixel Tracker 
Inner detector [16] of the ATLAS measures the trajectories 
of charged particles within the pseudorapidity range ~K~ 2.5.    
It has been designed to provide a transverse momentum (pT) 
resolution, in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, of 
VpTepT = 0.05% u pT[GeV] 
and a transverse impact parameter resolution of 10Pm for high 
momentum particles in the central pseudorapidity region.     
The innermost part, covering radial distances between 50.5 
mm and 150 mm, is the Pixel Detector[17], shown in figure 5.       
It consists of three barrel layers and three endcap disks on each 
side. 1744 detector modules, a hybrid made of a silicon sensor 
bump-bonded to 16 front-end chips, are installed, serving an 
active area of around 2m2of silicon. Each module covers an 
active area of 16.4u60.8 mm2 and contains 47232 pixels, size of 
most of them  is 50uPm2.  
The innermost layer, the B-Layer, will suffer 50 Mrad 
ionizing dose and 1u1015neq/cm2 non-ionizing dose during     
300 fb-1 data collection at LHC. We expect it to gradually loose 
tracking efficiency by this radiation damage. In order to ease 
this efficiency loss, the 3-layer Pixel Detector is upgraded to            
a 4-layer detector by installing the Insertable-B-Layer (IBL) 
[18] during the LHC shutdown in 2013/14. The IBL is installed 
together with a smaller beam-pipe (outer diameter 48.6 mm) 
and sensors are closer to the beam axis at a radius of 33mm. 
Figure 6 shows cross section view of new beam-pipe and IBL 
modules together with B-Layer modules. To cope with a much 
higher hit rate than outer pixel modules, its pixel size has been 
reduced to 50uPm2. Adding the IBL will improve physics 
performance in b-tagging and light-jet rejection significantly.  
Two different sensors types are foreseen for the IBL. Three 
quarter of the modules will have a planar silicon sensor and the 
rest will be equipped with 3D silicon sensors. The original design of 3D sensors has been proposed in 1997[19]. The 
electrodes are processed through the bulk material of the sensor instead of being implanted on the surface of the 
wafer. The distance between the electrodes is significantly reduced, leading to a much lower depletion voltage 
needed. Also the charge collection is faster, the charge trapping probability and the dissipated power are lower as in 
planar devices. The total number of IBL modules is 448 and each module covers an active area of 16.8u40.9 mm2 
for planar sensors and 16.8u20 mm2 for 3D sensors.  
 
4. Summary 
ATLAS experiment successfully collected about 25fb−1 data of pp collisions at s=7 and 8 TeV at the LHC. 
Following the discovery of a new particle in the search for the SM Higgs boson in 2012, the properties of the new 
particle have been extensively studied. The measured mass is found to be 125.36 r 0.41 GeV and spin-parity 
property is consistent with 0+. The production cross section and decay branching ratio of JJ ZZ*, and WW* modes 
are consistent with SM Higgs boson.  
From the year 2015, we will have LHC RUN2 operation with higher beam energy at s=13 or 14 TeV. The new 
IBL layer with quite innovative pixel detector is installed at the innermost part of ATLAS. Significant 
improvements of performance in b-tagging and light-jet rejection are expected in the coming RUN2. 
Figure 5 A 3D model of the pixel detector and its 
framework (ATLAS Experiment ©2013 CERN) 
Figure 6  Cross section showing the newbeam pipe 
(magenda) , the IBL with modules (cyan), staves and 
support tube and the Pixel B-layer all implemented in the 
ATLAS geometry model; 
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